To properly depict the heteroscedasticity when analyzing strain-based fatigue reliability, this paper proposes a novel P-ε-N model from both viewpoints of geometric properties and statistical characteristics. The constructed approach deals with the elastic strain and plastic strain separately, where the logarithmic fatigue life is considered as normally distributed with linear mean and standard deviation (std) functions of logarithmic elastic strain or plastic strain, respectively. P-ε-N curve with any percentile can be derived to facilitate the reliability analysis. An improved parameter estimation method based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) via genetic algorithm (GA) is further established. The presented method is illustrated and verified via a comprehensive simulation study and two real applications by comparing with the conventional homoscedasticity model. Corresponding results indicate that our proposed method can enhance the modeling accuracy and provide an extensive adaptation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In practical engineering, over 80% of fracture accidents are caused by fatigue failure. Thus it is of significant importance to pre-evaluate fatigue properties of critical materials, components or structures, then further provide a reasonable prediction of service life under given loading conditions in the product design phase. Regarding fatigue failure problems, stress-based and strain-based fatigue analyses have been recognized as two main issues in the literature. For stress-based fatigue analysis, researchers usually establish the relationship between number of load cycles to failure and stress level, which is termed as S-N curve. S-N curve has been demonstrated to be applicable in the high-cycle fatigue (HCF) region, where the total strain is mainly caused by elastic strain. In the low-cycle fatigue (LCF) region, however, S-N curve exhibits the sign of a rather flat line that changes in stress level are extremely limited over the increasing of fatigue life [1] . This is because in LCF region, plastic strain dominates the total deformation, then stress-controlled and strain-controlled test results are not equivalent.
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To settle this problem, researchers turn to the strain-based fatigue analysis. It is well accepted that total strain usually comprises elastic strain and plastic strain, and the so called ε t -N relationship between total strain amplitude ε t and fatigue life 2N f in reversals can be constructed by combining the two separate sub-relationships involving elastic strain amplitudelife ε e -N and plastic strain amplitude-life ε p -N, both of which show linear trends in log-log scale. Compared with S-N curve, ε-N curve possesses the following two strengths. 1) It can be adopted in both HCF and LCF regions and usually yields a better accuracy because elastic strain and plastic strain are considered comprehensively [2] . 2) ε-N curve illustrates a wider applicable scale since most products and structures are designed to endure 10 4 ∼ 10 5 load cycles (almost the cut-off point of LCF region). Consequently, studies on ε-N curve have attracted widespread attentions, refer to [3] - [5] .
Both researchers and engineers have pointed out that scatters commonly exist among a group of specimens even they are from a well-controlled test condition because fatigue failure is sensitive to many factors including material, production, fatigue load, environment and even personal aspects [6] . Thus besides a single median ε-N curve, it is better to estimate a family of P-ε-N curves associating with the focused percentiles [7] . Unlike ε-N curve depicting the relationship between strain level and median fatigue life, P-ε-N curves introduce the dispersity characteristic of fatigue life, and further obtain the cyclic number to fatigue failure with any survival probability at a specific strain level. This feature enables a wider application of P-ε-N curves because lifetime with high reliability deserves more concentration than the median life from a practical engineering viewpoint. P-ε-N curves are usually denoted by a conditional probability distribution function (PDF) which is supposed to be lognormal or Weibull in most circumstances [8] - [11] . Therefore, determination of P-ε-N curves can be regarded as obtaining the population mean and dispersion properties of the assumed distribution. It has been recognized that a population mean is actually a median ε-N curve (or regarded as ε-N curve), which is usually modeled based on the Coffin-Manson law. As for the dispersity modeling, two main schemes are worthwhile discussing. The first strategy is to directly deal with the total strain, see [12] - [14] . In the procedure, instead of the fatigue life, researchers usually assume multiple material parameters to be random variables to construct a complicated relationship between total strain and fatigue life. This hypothesis is not that reasonable because standard deviation (std) of material parameters can be hardly obtained through experiments. They usually come from empirical selection and one should be suspicious of their authenticity [15] . The other scheme is to separate the elastic and plastic strain components contained in the total strain. In this procedure, fatigue life is usually assumed to follow a specified distribution under a given strain amplitude. Then respective P-ε e -N model and P-ε p -N model are constructed and the final P-ε t -N model can be recognized as the combination of these two independent subitems of P-ε e -N and P-ε p -N. This approach shows significant advantages because dispersity of fatigue life can be obtained from real tests.
Once the two components (elastic strain and plastic strain) are insulated, a further big problem is that there is usually only one test sample under each elastic strain amplitude or plastic strain amplitude. The reason lies in that, for a group of test specimens controlled by a same total strain level, it is impossible to keep both elastic strain and plastic strain unchanged because of the unit-to-unit variation among the samples. When assessing P-S-N curves, a simple way is to adopt the group test method where one first calculates the specific percentiles of fatigue life under each stress level, then derives the corresponding P-S-N curve via the least squares regression. However, this method is inapplicable for P-ε-N curve analysis because of the aforementioned problem. To this end, an approximate scheme termed as mean value method is introduced, in which all fatigue life data under one total strain are supposed to come from a respective average amplitude of elastic strain and plastic strain. However, this treatment can only provide rough estimating results and may cause significant errors.
Meanwhile, it has become a key issue regarding the proper consideration of heteroscedasticity of test data when establishing P-ε-N models in practical engineering. Conventional practice assumes that dispersity of fatigue life is insensitive to the strain level and the scale parameter of the distributional function is recognized as a constant [16] - [18] . Nevertheless, many real tests indicate that P-ε-N curves under different percentiles are actually non-parallel, and the scatter band is narrower at a higher strain level while wider at a lower strain level (i.e., the dispersion of logarithmic fatigue life becomes larger as the strain level drops). Along this line, a series of studies with strain-varying functions have been proposed to describe the dispersity variation and then to fit P-ε-N curves, refer to [7] , [15] , [19] - [21] . Among them, the linear function forms, in which the std of logarithmic fatigue life is supposed to be linear to logarithmic strain level, have been considered as reasonable ones. This is because P-ε-N curve with any percentile also presents a straight line in log-log coordinates as the median ε-N curve does. However, the existing linear models only exhibit a linear std format, which is driven by real datasets while lack of proper explanation. A reasonable approach established from both viewpoints of data-driven and theoretical sense has become an imperative and challenging issue.
Consequently, the main objective of the current study is to construct a novel P-ε-N modeling approach to properly depict the std variation over strain levels. By introducing the coefficient of variation (CV), we have further verified that all P-ε-N curves cross a specific point A(x 0 , y 0 ) via extension in log-log coordinates, and the heteroscedasticity is totally determined by the horizontal coordinate x 0 of this specific point A, where a smaller x 0 indicates a less significant heteroscedasticity of the original test data. Furthermore, the proposed model can degrade to the conventional homoscedasticity model when x 0 → −∞. In particular, the heteroscedasticity may arise from either elastic strain subitem or plastic strain subitem, or from both of them. All situations are covered by the proposed methodology. Thus its reasonability and flexibility not only can be directly illustrated by test measurements but also can be theoretically proved from the geometric properties.
In model construction procedure, parameter estimation is another important issue to guarantee the analysis precision. The most common way to determine unknown parameters is the two-step method, where parameters representing mean and std are fitted separately in a multiple-step procedure according to their model assumption. This methodology is applicable for P-S-N curve analysis but it cannot be adopted for P-ε-N curve modeling because of the only one test sample problem per strain level as discussed above. With the development of computational techniques, Bayesian method, artificial neural network technique and other numerical optimization algorithms have been introduced to analyze fatigue data [22] - [25] . However, these approaches cannot exhibit the expected superiority in many practical applications because of the mathematics complexity, lack of robustness and unreasonable assumption [6] . From this viewpoint, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) has been proved as an effective method to determine unknown parameters [21] , [26] - [28] . Therefore, the second objective of the current study is to construct a MLE-based algorithm to enhance the parameter estimation precision and the analysis accuracy.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a strain-life fatigue dataset of aluminum 7050-T7451 is issued as a motivating example for a better understanding of the modeling procedure. Section 3 introduces the novel model on the basis of the geometric properties of P-ε-N curves. Section 4 develops a detailed MLE-based algorithm for parameter estimation. In Section 5, a comprehensive Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to verify the necessity of incorporating the heteroscedasticity by comparing with a typical reference approach. Then the superiority and efficiency of the proposed model is further illustrated by two real applications in Section 6. Finally, summaries and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
II. MOTIVATING ANALYSIS
A clear explanation to why to the necessity of a novel model is much more important than the model itself, thus a fatigue dataset of aluminum 7050-T7451 is adopted to illustrate the motivation of the proposed model in this section. The experimental strain-life test program was conducted by NAVAIR investigation team and the original data was presented in [29] . Since the strain fatigue issue is focused in this study, only the portion of METCUT data is involved. Fig. 1 shows the strain levels versus cycles to failure in reversals in log-log coordinates, where the original dataset includes the total strain data, as well as each elastic and plastic subitems.
Based on the famous Coffin-Manson law, total strain ε t can be denoted by a combination of elastic strain ε e and plastic strain ε p ε t = ε e + ε p (1) in which
and
where σ f is the fatigue strength coefficient, E denotes the Young's modulus, b is the fatigue strength exponent, ε f represents the fatigue ductility coefficient and c is the fatigue ductility exponent. It has been well recognized in the literature that the two subitems of elastic strain and plastic strain in Eq.(1) can be analyzed separately. Then one can obtain the following expressions by applying logarithmic transformations to the both sides of Eq.(2) and Eq. (3) log
It can be seen from Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) that both elastic strain-life curve and plastic strain-life curve become straight lines in double logarithmic scales. Therefore, the corresponding regression equations can be derived, which are also plotted in Fig. 1 .
To give reasonable descriptions to the trends of original data, we would like to investigate their mean and std evolutions. Before going any further, the following two issues are worth noting.
(1) As mentioned above and shown in Fig. 1 , std of logarithmic lifetime for each stain level cannot be obtained by the conventional group analysis method. The reason lies in that there is only one test data under each plastic or elastic strain level. To settle this problem, the mean value method is adopted here to get rough estimations of mean and std of logarithmic life changing with strain amplitude.
(2) It has been recognized that total strain-life curve is close to the plastic line at large strain levels and approaches the elastic line at low strain amplitudes. Thus reasonable data selection is very important for modeling accuracy. Williams et al. [17] proposed an effective data selection scheme in fatigue curve analysis, their strategy is also adopted in the current study. All viable life data points below and the two data points immediately above the transition point are selected for the elastic strain analysis, and all viable life data points above and the two data points immediately below the transition point are involved in the plastic strain analysis, where the transition point between LCF and HCF can be roughly determined by taking all the test samples into calculation.
Estimates of sample mean and std at each elastic strain level and their best fitting curves are presented in Fig. 2 , and those for plastic circumstances are shown in Fig. 3 . From the results in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , one can infer that both sample mean and std of lifetime of aluminum 7050-T7451 specimens exhibit linear regulations. This conclusion indicates the following two important properties of P-ε-N curves.
(1) Scatter band of P-ε-N curves becomes narrower at a higher strain level and larger at a lower strain level (namely the dispersion of logarithmic fatigue life becomes larger as strain amplitude drops), and both P-ε e -N curves and P-ε p -N curves present a downward opening bell shape. This viewpoint has been widely acknowledged, referring to [7] , [15] , [19] - [21] .
(2) Both P-ε e -N curve and P-ε p -N curve with any percentile p are still straight lines because std of logarithmic life is linear with log ε e or log ε p , which has also been well accepted and in great agreement with the literature, see [16] - [18] , [21] .
Based on statistical analysis for the real applications, one can reasonably determine the std of log 2N f with a linear decreasing function against log ε e or log ε p , and the same conclusion can be also drawn by many other strain fatigue datasets.
III. MODEL INTRODUCTION A. GEOMETRIC PROPERTY ANALYSIS OF P-ε-N CURVES
To simplify the model description, proper parameter transformations are given as
Substituting Eq.(6), (7) into Eq.(4) and Eq. (8), (9) into Eq. (5), we can derive the linear relationship between fatigue life and strain level as
From Eq.(10) and Eq. (11), one can notice that both ε e -N curve and ε p -N curve exhibit linear formats via a proper parameter transformation. Therefore, they can be expressed by a generalized equation to facilitate the description
where ε could be either ε e or ε p ; A = a e and B = b e if ε = ε e , or A = a p and B = b p when ε = ε p . According to the conclusions drawn in Section 2, a P-ε-N curve with any survival probability can be depicted by a straight line, and the scatter band between these curves gets narrower as the strain amplitude enlarges. Let l 0 be a median ε-N curve (i.e. with survival probability R = 0.5), l 1 denote p 1 -th percentile ε-N curve with survival probability R = 1 − p 1 (p 1 < 0.5), l 2 stand for p 2 -th percentile ε-N curve with survival probability R = 1 − p 2 (p 2 > 0.5). Then their trends can be accordingly depicted in Fig. 4 .
For any two strain levels ε 1 and ε 2 , corresponding median lives and standard deviations of logarithmic fatigue life are denoted as 2N f 1 and 2N f 2 , σ 1 and σ 2 respectively. Then coordinates of points M 1 and Q 1 (corresponding to line l 1 ) can be recorded as M 1 : log(2N f 1 ) + u p 1 σ 1 , log ε 1 and Q 1 : log(2N f 2 ) + u p 1 σ 2 , log ε 2 . Accordingly, p 1 -th percentile ε-N curve l 1 can be determined by these two points M 1 and Q 1 as
where u p is the p-th quantile of a standard normal distribution. Similarly, p 2 -th percentile ε-N curve l 2 can be depicted as
by the two points
One can see that the interval between line l 1 and line l 2 decreases with the enlargement of log ε, which indicates that the two lines will definitely intersect at a certain point A(x 0 , y 0 ) by extending them along the positive direction of vertical axis. According to Eq.(13) and Eq. (14), the coordinates of point A can be calculated as
It can be seen that coordinates of the intersection point A are irrelevant to percentiles p 1 and p 2 . From this viewpoint, one can further conclude that all P-ε-N curves shall cross this intersection point A in log-log coordinates.
Thereafter, we can shift the vertical axis (to right when x 0 > 0, or to left when x 0 < 0) to ensure that the intersection point A locates on the new vertical axis log ε , as shown in Fig. 4 . Then mean of logarithmic fatigue life becomes µ − x 0 while the std σ keeps unchanged in the shifted coordinate system. Consequently, the corresponding mean and std for strain level ε 1 in the new coordinate system can be written as
and for strain level ε 2 the mean is written as
We further introduce CV as ν = σ µ , then for both strain levels ε 1 and ε 2 we have
Eq. (15) indicates that for each subitem of elastic strain and plastic strain, corresponding CVs under any two different strain levels ε 1 and ε 2 in the new coordinate system are a same value; i.e., although std of logarithmic fatigue life changes with the strain level, CVs keep unchanged. These meaningful discoveries are the bases for us to establish a more reasonable strain fatigue model, which not only can describe the statistical characteristics of test data but also can be theoretically derived based on the geometric properties of P-ε-N curves. A generalized methodology for model construction will be illustrated in great detail in the next subsection.
B. MODEL ASSUMPTION
According to the literature, fatigue life can be reasonably assumed to be governed by a log-normal distribution at any given strain amplitude ε. Then corresponding PDF with respect to elastic strain ε e and plastic strain ε p can be expressed respectively as
where x = log 2N f is a random variable denoting the logarithm of fatigue life.
As demonstrated in the previous subsection, the following significant assumptions can be concluded.
(1) It is reasonable to model P-ε-N curves by assuming that both mean and std of lifetime vary linearly with strain amplitude through a log-log transformation.
(2) P-ε-N curves with different survival probabilities inevitably intersect at one certain point via extension.
(3) Logarithmic fatigue lives under different strain levels share a same CV value in a specific coordinate system (via a proper shift), in which the intersection point locates on the vertical axis.
According to the first assumption, the median logarithmic life for elastic strain and plastic strain can be respectively denoted as µ(ε e ) = a e + b e log ε e (18) µ(ε p ) = a p + b p log ε p
Once µ(ε) is determined, the key issue on fitting P-ε-N curves is to establish the expression of σ (ε). The last two assumptions indicate that mean and std regard to elastic strain ε e after coordinate transformation can be written as µ (ε e ) = µ(ε e ) − x 0,e = a e + b e log ε e − x 0,e (20) σ (ε e ) = ν e µ (ε e ) = ν e a e + b e log ε e − x 0,e
Meanwhile, regarding plastic strain ε p , one can derive
Since dispersion of fatigue life does not change when horizontally moving log ε-axis (i.e., σ (ε) = σ (ε)), std in the original coordinate system can be further expressed as σ (ε e ) = ν e a e + b e log ε e − x 0,e
By substituting Eq. (18) and (24) into Eq.(16), Eq. (19) and (25) into Eq. (17), the novel P-ε-N model M 0 can be constructed as
Based on Eq. (26), one can further obtain P-ε-N curves with any predefined percentile p as log 2N f = a e + b e log ε e + u p ν e a e + b e log ε e − x 0,e (27) 
where u p is the p-th quantile of a standard normal distribution.
Finally, the relationship between total strain ε t and fatigue life 2N f in reversals with p-th percentile can be derived by substituting Eq. (27) and (28) into Eq.(1).
It is noteworthy that Eq.(29) can reflect the characteristic of P-ε t -N model that dispersity of fatigue life becomes larger as the total strain level decreases, and this characteristic can be determined by both terms of elastic strain and plastic strain, or either of them. As can be seen in Eq.(24) and (25), x 0,e and x 0,p might be either positive or negative, a smaller x 0 indicates a less significant heteroscedasticity of the original test data. In particular, std of fatigue life under different elastic strain levels can be recognized as a fixed value σ e when x 0,e → −∞, and σ (ε p ) equals to a constant σ p when x 0,p → −∞. Therefore, the proposed model M 0 encompasses the following two forms as its limiting circumstances.
(1) If the heteroscedasticity of the elastic item ε e is significant while that of the plastic strain ε p is not, then M 0 can be written as
(2) When the heteroscedasticity of the plastic item ε p is significant while that of the elastic item ε e is not, then M 0 can be expressed as
Particularly, once the heteroscedasticity of original data is assumed to vanish and both sample standard deviations of log 2N f on log ε e and log 2N f on log ε p are recognized to be constants, M 0 will degrade to the widely adopted homoscedasticity model [16] - [18] , which can be summarized as
In the current study, M 1 is adopted as a reference model. Both M 0 and M 1 are compared comprehensively through simulation studies and empirical examples, which will be illustrated in detail in Section 5 and Section 6.
IV. MODELING PROCEDURE A. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Unknown parameters
= (a e , b e , ν e , x 0,e , a p , b p , ν p , x 0,p ) of the proposed model are determined based on the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). As previously mentioned, it is very important to reasonably select data for modeling accuracy, and the total sample number for elastic strain and plastic strain are usually different. Suppose that N items are put into test, and the corresponding logarithmic fatigue life under the strain amplitude of ε e , ε p is denoted as x = log 2N f . We further assume that the first m samples are adopted in plastic strain fatigue modeling, where the plastic strain level and corresponding fatigue life are denoted as x (i) , ε (i) p for the i-th item (i = 1, 2, . . . , m); while the last n samples are involved for elastic strain fatigue modeling, in which the elastic strain level and corresponding fatigue life are recorded as x (j) , ε (j) e for the j-th one (j = 1, 2, . . . , n). It has been commonly recognized that m + n ≥ N .
In the literature, elastic strain and plastic strain are usually supposed to be mutually independent, thus the log-likelihood function (Log-LF) can be constructed as
By taking the first derivative of l ( ) with respective to ν e and ν p , one can obtain 
Substituting Eq.(36) and (37) into Eq.(33), the profile of Log-LF regarding the other unknown parameters * = (a e , b e , x 0,e , a p , b p , x 0,p ) can be written as
By denoting * e = (a e , b e , x 0,e ) and * p = (a p , b p , x 0,p ), Eq.(38) can be further expressed as 
Thereafter, MLE for * e and * p can be obtained by maximizing Eq.(40) and (41) respectively. Then ν e and ν p can be further estimated by substituting the estimation results â e ,b e ,x 0,e into Eq.(36) and â p ,b p ,x 0,p into Eq.(37). In practical engineering, however, it is rather difficult for direct constrained optimization of Eq.(40) and (41). To this end, the genetic algorithm (GA) is adopted in this study. This intelligent algorithm consists of evaluation-step, selectionstep and reproduction-step, where the evaluation -selection -reproduction cycle will be repeated until a satisfactory solution is found. Detailed introductions with regard to GA can be found in [30] , [31] .
B. INITIAL GUESSES
Reasonable initial guesses of corresponding parameters are very important when an optimization scheme is applied to numerically maximize the Log-LF, because a bad starting value may probably result in a very slow convergence, or even a local optimum far away from the true MLE [32] . From this viewpoint, a three-step method is further constructed to obtain an educated initial guess. The detailed procedure is summarized as follows.
Step 1): Get rough estimations of a e , b e and a p , b p by minimizing the following mean squared errors (MSE), respectively.
− a e − b e log ε (j) e 2 (42)
Step 2): Since there is only one test sample under each strain amplitude, the estimated residual is adopted to approximate the std. Therefore, std sequences σ 
Step 3): Get rough estimations of x 0,e , v e and x 0,p , v p by minimizing the following MSE, respectively.
e − v e (ã e +b e log ε (j) e − x 0,e ) 2 (46)
So far, the initial values and starting intervals of unknown parameters for maximizing Log-LF are determined.
V. SIMULATION
To demonstrate the necessity of incorporating the heteroscedasticity during strain fatigue analysis, a comprehensive Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted by comparing the proposed method M 0 with the reference approach M 1 in this section. As discussed above, the elastic strain item and plastic strain item are separately analyzed and a same expression form is involved for both items. Meanwhile, the heteroscedasticity can come from elastic item or / and plastic item. To this end, the elastic strain item is considered for illustration in the current simulation study. Without loss of generality, parameters are predefined as a e = −30, b e = −15, v e = 0.1, x 0,e = 1.5, and seven logarithmic elastic strain levels are considered from −2.2 to −2.5 with the constant gradient of −0.05; viz. log ε (j) e = −2.2 − 0.05(j − 1), j = 1, 2, . . . , 7. Then fatigue life data of k items for every elastic strain level can be generated. As aforementioned, for real applications there is usually k = 1 fatigue life data under one specific elastic strain level. The reason lies in that multiple fatigue life data can be obtained under an individual total strain level, but it is rather difficult to obtain two or more fatigue life data under one specific elastic strain level. In the current simulation study, the unit number k is supposed to vary from 1 to 10 respectively to further check the effect of sample size.
To give clear comparisons, models M 0 and M 1 are adopted to analyze the same dataset for each sample size, then relative bias of parameters a e and b e are calculated by RB a e = |a e −â e |/a e (48)
In addition, we are also concerned with two important life indexes including logarithmic median life x 0.5 and 1st percentile of failure time distribution (FTD) x 0.01 . The average of relative bias under different strain amplitudes of x 0.5 and x 0.01 are given for an overall evaluation. 
Results of mean relative bias (MRB) based on 5000 Monte Carlo replications are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 . It can be observed that MRBs of unknown parameters and life indexes decrease when more samples are involved for both models. This is consistent with our general cognition. Under a same sample size k, the proposed model gives a better precision because MRBs derived from M 0 are always smaller than those from M 1 . Comparative results also show that MRBs of a e , b e and x 0.5 of the two models are close. This is because the proposed model M 0 and the reference approach M 1 adopt a same linear mean function form. Therefore, both of them can produce a similar mean ε-N curve, which is characterized by the similar values of a e , b e and x 0.5 .
Furthermore, one can also see that MRBs of x 0.01 derived from M 1 are considerably larger than those from M 0 . As we know that, accuracy of FTD percentiles depends on both mean and dispersity estimation of the focused P-ε-N model. Compared with M 0 , the reference model M 1 does not take the heteroscedasticity into consideration, then it will give an unreasonable description to the dispersity characteristic, which results in a low accuracy when estimating failure time with high reliability. Consequently, for strain-based fatigue reliability analysis, it is necessary to properly consider the heteroscedasticity to guarantee the precision.
VI. EMPIRICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, two empirical examples are involved to illustrate the practical performance and feasibility of the proposed model. In practical engineering, many test data exhibit the heteroscedasticity that dispersity of fatigue life decreases as strain amplitudes increasing, and the P-ε-N model structure may be mis-specified if this heteroscedasticity is not properly incorporated. For better comparisons, Log-LF and Akaike information criterion (AIC) are calculated to judge the fitting goodness in modeling procedure, where Log-LF value is obtained by substituting the estimated resultsˆ into Eq.(33), and AIC can be defined as
where q is the total number of unknown parameters in the corresponding model. A larger Log-LF and a smaller AIC value indicate a better fitting.
A. FATIGUE DATA ANALYSIS FOR ALUMINUM 7050-T7451
We return to the motivating example in Section 2 to give a detailed discussion. Both the proposed method M 0 and the reference approach M 1 are adopted to fit the same data selected by the aforementioned scheme, and the obtained results are listed in Table 3 . From the fitting goodness indexes, one can conclude that the proposed model M 0 performs better because it possesses a larger Log-LF and a smaller AIC. ε-N curve l 0.5 and P-ε-N curve l 0.01 with survival probability of 99% by both models are depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . It can be seen that M 0 and M 1 provide a similar estimation for the median ε-N curve l 0.5 for both elastic strain item and plastic strain item. As discussed in the simulation section, the reason lies in that these two approaches adopt a same linear mean function form. While for l 0.01 , the proposed model M 0 gives a much more reasonable estimation because its trend better consists with the real measurements. It has been well recognized that dispersity of fatigue life determines the interval between ε-N curve and P-ε-N curve. To this end, one can discover from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the scatter band between ε-N curve l 0.5 and P-ε-N curve l 0.01 obtained by M 0 is narrower at a higher strain level and wider at a lower level, which is in good accordance with the experimental observations. Meanwhile, the scatter band obtained by the reference model M 1 keeps unchanged as the strain level varies, and corresponding P-ε-N curves with different survival probability are parallel with each other. This may probably lead to un-allowable estimation errors especially at the two ends of P-ε-N curve, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . To further demonstrate the reasonability and effectiveness of the constructed model M 0 , the standardized residuals are further analyzed. As we know, standardized residuals from a well fitted model should follow a standard normal distribution. Thus corresponding Q-Q plots are displayed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 to compare the fitting goodness of M 0 and M 1 , respectively. It can be seen that standardized residuals obtained by M 0 exhibit a better linear tendency and are more close to the reference line than those by M 1 for both elastic strain item and plastic strain item. Consequently, our proposed model can be considered as more appropriate for this application.
With regard to the total strain ε t , P-ε t -N curve with high reliability is an important reference concern in practical engineering, thus the first percentile curves of l 0.01 derived by both models are displayed in Fig.9 , from which one can see that M 0 fits the data better. To give a more quantitative comparison, lifetime estimations of x 0.01 under different strain levels are obtained for both models and listed in Table 4 . It has been widely acknowledged that population eigenvalues can be reasonably represented by sample values [33] , thus 1% quantile of inspections at each total strain level are derived and considered as corresponding benchmark of x 0.01 . For an individual strain level, we further calculate the relative bias between this benchmark and the result evaluated by the two adopted models. Then MRB is further defined as the average of the relative bias throughout all total strain levels. According to the estimation results, MRB of x 0.01 derived from M 0 and M 1 is 2.94% and 3.89%, respectively. From this perspective, the novel model M 0 illustrates a better performance.
B. FATIGUE DATA ANALYSIS FOR SAE D4512
SAE D4512, characterized by low ductility and high strength, is a ferric steel applied in many industrial cast components. A fatigue test was conducted by Williams et al. [17] to analyze its mechanical properties. They also pointed out a data selection scheme determining which data should be adopted in the elastic strain analysis and which data should be involved in the plastic strain analysis. Accordingly, the same data selection is adopted in the current study, as shown in Fig. 10 .
In the model construction procedure, we find that parameter x 0,p is not convergent; i.e., it is an extremely small negative value. This indicates that the logarithmic fatigue life under plastic strain may not show significant heteroscedasticity, and the heteroscedasticity of the elastic item plays a dominant role. As discussed above, M * 0 is proper for this application, and corresponding results by M * 0 and M 1 are summarized in Table 5 . It can be seen that our proposed model M * 0 fits better regarding both terms of Log-LF and AIC.
Since M * 0 and M 1 produce the same estimations for plastic strain subitem, the performance of both models regarding the elastic item is focused, and ε e -N curve l 0.5 and P-ε e -N curve l 0.01 are displayed in Fig. 11 . One can see that the interval between l 0.5 and l 0.01 obtained by M * 0 enlarges as the logarithmic elastic strain amplitude decreases, which conforms to the experiment results commendably while M 1 does not. For further demonstration, standardized residuals by M * 0 and M 1 are also derived and corresponding Q-Q plot is shown in Fig. 12 . Comparing with the reference model M 1 , standardized residuals obtained by M * 0 exhibit a better linear tendency against the standard normal quantiles. From this viewpoint, model M * 0 can be also verified as more effective.
Finally, the total strain-life curves of l 0.01 are presented in Fig. 13 . It can be seen that these two curves may not show significant difference at higher strain amplitude because M * 0 adopts a same model as M 1 for the plastic strain analysis. While in elastic strain-dominated region, l 0.01 obtained by M * 0 drops faster. Therefore, at any predefined lower strain level, corresponding lifetime with high reliability estimated by M * 0 is always smaller than that by M 1 . We can also come to the same conclusion in the first empirical example. In practical engineering, we usually conduct the experiment at high strain levels, then we use the test data to establish the strain-life model to extrapolate and predict the lifetime at low strain levels. As illustrated above, highly reliable lifetime derived by M 1 is always unreasonably large under low strain levels out of the improper description to the fatigue life dispersity, and an excessive life prediction can result in terrible disaster since failure may probably occur ahead of the pre-evaluated time. Accordingly, a reasonable lifetime estimation by our proposed model is much more significant than it seems.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, motivated by real strain fatigue analysis, we develop a novel methodology to depict the P-ε-N curves. The total strain is assumed to be composed of two independent subitems of elastic strain and plastic strain, and the logarithmic fatigue life is considered to be normally distributed with linear mean and std functions of logarithmic elastic strain or plastic strain. The proposed model can take the heteroscedasticity into consideration from both viewpoints of geometric properties and data-driven statistical characteristics. Meanwhile, a parameter estimation method is constructed based on a MLE scheme. Statistical inferences and P-ε-N curve with any percentile p can be obtained. In real applications, corresponding heteroscedasticity can arise from either elastic strain or plastic strain, or from both of them. This issue has been discussed in great detail, and the proposed model is illustrated to be flexible and effective because it subsumes different forms to cover all these circumstances. Particularly, the constructed model can degrade to the widely adopted homoscedasticity model if the heteroscedasticity of original data is not significant.
Simulation studies indicate that the novel model can guarantee a higher estimation precision compared with the reference model, and reasonable modeling of the strain-varying characteristics is of significant importance to derive accurate assessment results. Then two real applications are given to further validate the superiority of our proposed method. We can conclude that no matter the heteroscedasticity comes from both elastic strain and plastic strain, or either of them, the novel approach can fit the real test data effectively. In summary, the novel P-ε-N model proposed in the current study can be concluded as applicable on a larger scale.
With regard to the future research, to analyze fatigue reliability of censored data based on the proposed P-ε-N model is also an appealing research topic, we will work on this problem and hope to have useful findings.
